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President's Message: It's A Small World, After All
William Poole

On Oct. 15, the Federal Reserve cut both the federal funds rate target and the discount rate by a quarter of a
percentage point in response to concerns over domestic credit availability and unsettled conditions in U.S.
financial markets, reflecting spill-overs from volatile economic conditions abroad. It was the first time since
1994 that the Fed cut the funds rate target between regularly scheduled Federal Open Market Committee
meetings; it was the first time since 1996 that it cut the discount rate; and it was the second time in three
weeks—after holding the federal funds rate target steady since March 1997—that it pushed interest rates
down.

The fact that the Fed cut the fed funds target twice in 16 days reveals not only the severity of the financial
troubles other areas of the world are experiencing, but also how interconnected our economy is to other
countries through trade and investment. Foreign consumers and businesses buy products made in the United
States, and American consumers and businesses buy products made outside the country. U.S. firms operate
abroad, and foreign firms operate in the United States. Foreigners purchase U.S. stocks and bonds, while
Americans own stocks and bonds issued by foreign firms and governments. U.S. banks make loans to
foreigners, and U.S. companies borrow money from foreign banks. Because of this interconnectedness, when
some of our trading partners are in recession the U.S. economy suffers many detrimental effects. Demand for
exports wanes, earnings of some American companies operating abroad decline, and some foreign firms and
governments have trouble paying back their debt—not to mention the blows U.S. investors suffer when foreign
and domestic stock markets tumble.

Of course, the economic difficulties that other countries are experiencing have resulted in some benefits to the
United States through commodity prices and interest rates. The price of commodities like oil, for example, has
dropped in tandem with decreased demand by Asian and other countries. (The benefits of this effect are
obvious to anyone who has filled a gas tank recently.) In addition, prices of Treasury securities have increased
as investors attempt to reduce the riskiness of their portfolios.

Overall, however, the situation abroad is far more negative than positive for the U.S. economy. In the face of
these negative effects, we must not forget the enormous, long-run benefits that flow to the United States from
our active involvement in the world economy. It would be truly tragic for all of us if the United States—or any of
our trading partners—were to turn inward because of the short-run shocks hitting us now.
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Enhancing Future Retirement Income through
401(k)s
Kevin L. Kliesen

With the retirement of the baby boom generation slated to get under way in about a decade, retirement issues
are beginning to take center stage. Because Americans are living longer and retiring earlier, the number of
years spent in retirement is also increasing. This means that the future strain on Social Security and Medicare
—the two large public retirement programs that most elderly people rely upon a great deal—might be
considerable. An additional uncertainty is the fact that the share of workers deriving their primary form of
retirement income from traditional pension plans—also an important source of funds—continues to fall.
Perhaps in response to these uncertainties, more and more people are beginning to supplement their
retirement income through additional means, such as 401(k) savings plans.

Shades of Gray

Under current law, individuals can take early retirement at age 62. Thus, the first influx of baby boomers—
those born between 1946 and 1964—beginning to draw Social Security and Medicare benefits will commence
in 2008. When the last of the boomers reaches normal retirement age (67) in 2031, it is estimated that one-fifth
of the U.S. population will be 65 or older (hereafter "the elderly"), compared with about 12 percent currently.1
This graying of the population, which most other industrial countries also face, has spawned countless reports
and studies that attempt to quantify its potential long-term economic effects. One such report is the
Congressional Budget Office's annual Long-Term Budgetary Pressures and Policy Options. In the 1998 edition,
the CBO estimates that, with no change in tax rates or benefits, the federal debt held by the public will reach
an unprecedented 206 percent of GDP by 2050—nearly double the 122 percent at the end of World War II.
Measured against this yardstick, the retirement of the baby boom generation has the potential to be a much
greater financial commitment than World War II ever was.

Regardless of whether these forecasts are accurate, the dilemma facing the nation is stark: Americans are
living longer, retiring earlier but saving less. A person born in 1997 can expect to live a little more than 76 years
—about a dozen years more than someone born in 1940 and nearly 30 years more than someone born in
1900. In addition, an increasing proportion of the average American's life span is spent in retirement. In 1960,
for example, only 10 percent of eligible workers took early retirement at age 62; by 1995, this percentage had
jumped to just over 58 percent. As a result, the average retirement age dropped—from 70 in 1945 to about 64
in 1995 (see chart).
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Chart 1

Average Retirement Age and Life Expectancy at Age 65 and Birth

SOURCE: Social Security Administration

This widening gap between retirement age and average life expectancy presents a host of problems for
businesses, policy-makers and retirees themselves. For businesses, the problem is potentially quite serious:
how to pay for the health and pension benefits due to an increasing number of retirees without sacrificing
equally important obligations, such as new product development, capital expenditures or workforce training.
Policy-makers face a similar dilemma: how to fund a retirement system that was designed at a time when the
average retirement age exceeded the average life expectancy at birth.

Compounding this problem, the number of workers drawing benefits will soon start increasing much faster than
the number of workers paying into the system. In 1950, the ratio of the working age population (20 to 64) to
retirees (65 and over) was a little more than seven; by 2030, it is expected to be about three. The economic
consequences of this demographic shift are potentially enormous for both future workers and retirees.

Can Social Security Shoulder the Load?

According to the 1998 annual report of the Social Security Trustees, the cost of the program is projected to
exceed revenues by $700 billion (best case scenario) to $19.9 trillion (worst case scenario) in 2075. A middle-
of-the-road projection—what the trustees call an intermediate cost estimate—pegs this unfunded liability at
about $7 trillion. But when the estimated future costs of the Hospital Insurance program for the elderly and
disabled (Part A of Medicare) are included, this shortfall rockets to between $2 trillion and $38.5 trillion, with an
intermediate estimate of $13.2 trillion. In relation to the projected size of the U.S. economy—which is a better
measure—this amounts to an unfunded liability of between 0.8 percent and 10 percent of GDP, with an
intermediate estimate of 4.25 percent.2

All else equal, an increasing ratio of retirees to workers means a lower standard of living for the nation than
might otherwise be the case. Of course, this future reduction in living standards could be offset by an increase



in worker productivity. Accordingly, unless the economy grows much faster than projected, closing this gap will
require a combination of reduced benefits and higher tax rates. Indeed, some economists estimate that,
without a reduction in current benefits, those born in 1995 will face a lifetime net tax rate of 50 percent—much
higher than the 33 percent faced by those born in 1960.3 Therefore, to maintain a minimum standard of living
during retirement, many Americans will have to accumulate enough income-earning assets during their
working years to offset any reduction in Social Security benefits. This is important because benefits received
from the Social Security program comprise the largest source of income—40 percent in 1996—for those 65
and older.4

But if government projections are accurate, there is a good chance that Social Security's share will shrink even
more in the future. Three additional sources of retirement income that could offset this loss are: continued
employment, personal assets and employer-provided pensions.

Save Today to Spend Tomorrow

Although the percentage of people retiring early continues to increase, many elderly people still continue to
work for pay during their retirement years. In fact, employment earnings comprise nearly a fifth of all income for
those 65 and older. At some point, however, this share begins to diminish, and seniors must rely on other
sources of retirement income.

For most Americans, the amount of money saved for retirement is directly proportional to the amount of money
not spent. For economists, though, saving is best defined as the act of foregoing consumption today in order to
consume more tomorrow. In other words, future consumption is financed by an increase in wealth accumulated
over an individual's life span. Ample retirement income, then, depends importantly on the amount saved.

During the 1950s, '60s and '70s, most Americans seemed solidly committed to saving for retirement, judging
by the 9 percent or so U.S. household (or private) saving rate. More recently, however, this commitment seems
to have faltered: Households ratcheted up their rate of spending in the 1980s and '90s, leaving their saving
rate at an average of just 2.1 percent during 1990-94—less than half the 4.7 percent logged during the 1980s.5
There is some evidence, however, that Americans may be starting to save more: Between 1995 and 1997, the
private saving rate rose from 3.4 percent to about 5 percent—the highest since 1984. Although this reversal
may be only temporary, it could also be that boomers, knowing the financial problems surrounding the Social
Security and Medicare programs, have finally realized they need to start saving more for retirement.

Another possible reason for the savings uptick may be the waning importance of employer-provided pensions,
otherwise known as defined benefit (DB) plans. A DB plan is essentially a lifetime annuity purchased by the
employer for the employee. This means that, at retirement, the employee receives a fixed-dollar benefit for life
that may be a lump-sum payment or simply a monthly payment for the remainder of the employee's life. Either
way, this benefit is typically based on such factors as years of service and the employee's average salary over,
say, the last three to five years. In 1996, pensions of all kinds comprised 19 percent of retirement income for
seniors, nearly equal to the share of income derived from earnings (20 percent).

As with Social Security benefits, though, future retirees may also come to depend less on pension income.
How can this be when the number of private retirement plans (including DB plans) more than doubled—to just
over 690,000—between 1975 and 1994? The reason is that the number of DB plans actually fell about 28
percent—to around 74,500. As a result, the percentage of workers (participation rate) whose primary form of
pension coverage is a DB plan dropped from about 40 percent in 1975 to just under 25 percent by 1994.6
Accordingly, the share of workers participating in other types of retirement plans is increasing. Just what type
of plans are these that more people are participating in?

401(k) Plans to the Rescue?



With household saving rates starting to inch upward, it appears workers have concluded that traditional forms
of retirement income are expected to be proportionately smaller in the future. And a good chunk of this
increased saving seems to be going into income-earning assets that are invested in financial instruments like
stocks and bonds. In this way, then, workers are maintaining—and perhaps enhancing—their future
consumption by accumulating more personal assets. One of the most popular ways this is being accomplished
is through 401(k) retirement plans.

The 401(k), which was made available to the public in 1982, is not considered to be a traditional pension plan.
Rather, it is one of several types of defined contribution (DC) plans; among these are profit sharing plans and
employee stock-option plans (ESOPs). Defined contribution plans allow employees to voluntarily contribute a
percentage of their earnings to an investment account, such as a mutual fund. Whereas 401(k) plans are
mostly for private industry workers, a similar arrangement is available for employees of state and local
governments and nonprofit organizations or educational institutions. These are respectively known as 457 and
403(b) plans.7

Pros

The 401(k) plan is beneficial to employees for several reasons. First, employee contributions are made on a
pretax basis. If an individual makes $50,000 a year and contributes 6 percent of this to a 401(k) plan, his
taxable income would be reduced by $3,000; that is, instead of paying taxes on $50,000, he would pay taxes
on $47,000. At a marginal tax rate of 28 percent, then, he would lower his taxes by $840.8 Second, most
employers match a fixed percentage of the employee's contribution. A common arrangement is one in which
the employee contributes 6 percent of his salary, with the employer matching 50 percent of that contribution.
Depending on the plan, the employer's match is either in cash or in company stock. To build on the previous
example, if an employee contributes $3,000 a year (6 percent of his salary), the employer would contribute an
additional $1,500. In effect, then, the employee receives an extra 3 percent in compensation just by
participating in the plan.

Another benefit is that investment income accumulates on a tax-free basis until retirement. When the
employee retires, he can arrange to receive a lump sum payment (current or deferred), or, as with a DB plan,
an annuity that provides a fixed income based on the employee's cumulative account balance. These
distributions are taxed as regular income at the retiree's marginal tax rate; therefore, taxes are deferred, but
not avoided. Another advantage is that plan participants can alter the composition of their account balance if
market conditions warrant it, without incurring a capital gains tax. Currently, about three-fourths of all 401(k)
plan participants have this option—something DB plan participants do not.

Another important advantage is that, unlike many DB plans, 401(k)s also offer employees better protection
against inflation. The reason is that (on average) financial assets like stocks and bonds offer a rate of return
that exceeds inflation. Finally, should the employee leave his job before retirement, he can roll over his 401(k)
account balance into an Individual Retirement Account (IRA). Employees can also borrow against their 401(k)
plans and withdraw funds for certain necessities or hardships.

Cons

There are also a few drawbacks to the 401(k) retirement plan. For starters, unlike a traditional DB plan, a
defined contribution plan does not guarantee a minimum benefit (that is, a pension that stipulates a fixed dollar
amount). Therefore, unless an employee is also covered by a DB plan—about 20 percent of all private sector
employees participated in both types of plans in 1995—a significant percentage of his total retirement income
may depend on how much he saves. Secondly, the gains from tax-deferred contributions are taxed at the
employee's marginal tax rate when withdrawn. Depending on the employee's tax bracket, this rate could be
much higher than the capital gains tax rate.



Finally, because most 401(k) plan participants are allowed to choose how their contributions are invested,
those employees with a limited knowledge of how financial markets work may earn a relatively lower rate of
return over time—they may even end up with an account balance smaller than the sum of their lifetime
contributions. Of course, employees who are better informed about financial market conditions may benefit
from such an arrangement. Either way, though, the onus is on the employee to ensure himself a sufficient level
of retirement income by saving a minimum percentage of his earnings, and, if possible, investing this saving in
assets that earn a sufficient return over time.

Participation Rates and Plan Balances

The share of workers enrolled in DC plans rose from roughly 15 percent in 1975 to 37 percent in 1994. Over
this same period, participation rates in DB plans fell from 39 percent to 24 percent. Most of the increase in DC
participation rates stems from a rise in the popularity of 401(k) plans. In fact, about 70 percent of workers
eligible to participate in 401(k) plans do so. Still, the percentage of the workforce participating in 401(k) plans—
although rising—is far less. As shown in the table, the overall participation rate in 401(k) plans rose from a little
less than 9 percent in 1984 to nearly 25 percent in 1994.

Table 1

401(k) Retirement Plan Statistics: They Don't Lie
(Selected Years)

Years Number of
Plans

Active Plan
Participation

Rate

Total Assets 
($ Billions)

Average
Account
Balance

1984 17,303 8.7% $91.8 $12, 169

1986 37,420 12.8 182.8 15,813

1988 68,121 16.4 277.0 18,220

1990 91,614 20.6 384.9 20,593

1992 139,704 23.2 553.0 24,681

1994 174,945 24.9 674.7 26,767

1998
(projected) 441,381 37.2 1,498.6 36,690

NOTE: Plan participation rate is calculated as a share of the private-sector workforce. Projections for 1998 are based on annual compound
growth rates for 1984-94. Some workers are covered by both defined benefit and defined contribution plans.

SOURCE: Private Pension Plan Bulletin (Spring 1998), U.S. Department of Labor

With rising participation rates, the value of assets in 401(k) plans has risen as well—from about $92 billion in
1984 to roughly $675 billion in 1994. By 1994, assets in 401(k) plans accounted for almost two-thirds of the
$1.1 trillion assets in all DC plans. Accordingly, the average account balance of 401(k) plan participants has
also steadily increased over time—rising from just over $12,000 in 1984 to nearly $27,000 in 1994. During this
same period, the average holding of household assets increased somewhat less, 75 percent. Thus, since
1984, it appears that an increasing share of household assets are comprised of 401(k) account balances.



Analysis of developments that have taken place since 1994 is limited because official participation rate data
are available only with a considerable lag. That said, given steadily increasing participation rates and a sharp
increase in the number of plans, it seems reasonable to believe that these trends carried through into 1998.
Simple projections based on these assumptions show a participation rate of a little more than 37 percent in
1998, with 401(k) assets at about $1.5 trillion and the average account balance at nearly $37,000.

These projections, which are not true forecasts, are admittedly simplistic. Still, the overall return on stocks that
comprise the S&P 500—which measured 38 percent in 1995, 23 percent in 1996 and 33 percent in 1997—
suggests that these projections are not wildly out of bounds, either. In fact, they may be understated
somewhat. Although the comparison is merely approximate, Federal Reserve Flow of Funds data indicate that
average household financial assets holdings rose by an estimated 50 percent from 1994 to 1997. This
increase exceeds the 37 percent projected gain in average 401(k) account balances over the four-year period
between 1994 and 1998 (see table).

Ultimately, however, simple projections do not work well in forecasting the future. After all—extended far
enough into the future—projections based on past growth rates would show 401(k) participation rates
eventually exceeding 100 percent, which is obviously not possible. It is possible, however, to project future
account balances based on current participation and contribution rates, average 401(k) account balances, and
historic rates of return on stocks and corporate bonds. A recent academic study along these lines indicates
that an individual who was 37 in 1996 could amass a 401(k) account balance of just over $91,600 by age 65,
while someone 10 years younger would end up with a balance of more than $125,500 (both in 1992 dollars).9

The projections for both age groups assume that the individual is investing half of his contribution in stocks and
half in corporate bonds. But if the individual invested all of his contributions in stocks, it would increase his
overall lifetime returns, producing an account balance (or wealth) of $181,600 for the 37-year-old and
$256,000 for the 27-year-old. Conversely, investing in lower-risk corporate bonds would produce account
balances of about $50,100 and $66,750, respectively, by retirement age.

How do these 401(k) projections stack up to projected Social Security benefits? Assuming current benefit
rates, the accumulated Social Security wealth (balance) of each age group would average about $104,000 at
age 65. Thus, depending on his investment choices, by the time the average 37-year-old (in 1996) turns 65,
his 401(k) wealth could range from as much as 50 percent of his total Social Security wealth to 76 percent
more than his accumulated Social Security wealth. For the 27-year-old, the ratio of 401(k) wealth to Social
Security wealth would be between 65 percent and 150 percent. Since the future level of Social Security
benefits is in doubt, the overall importance of 401(k) plans is probably understated. In addition, both age
groups could end up with considerably higher 401(k) balances by age 67 (normal retirement age by 2022). In
any case, it seems clear that future retirees, unlike those of today, will derive a significantly greater proportion
of their income from 401(k) retirement plans.

Long-Term Concerns

An increasing share of workers are contributing to 401(k) retirement plans that hold financial assets like stocks
and bonds. As a result, the exposure many Americans now have to financial market developments is probably
greater than before. Certainly, this increased exposure entails a degree of risk many would prefer not to
accept. Others, however, recognize that with risk comes reward: The average return on stocks (equities) is
much higher over time than less risky financial investments like U.S. government bonds (Treasury securities).
This may be a double-edged sword, however, since the demographic trends that are threatening Social
Security and Medicare benefits for future retirees might also bode ill for the economy as a whole. If so, those
invested in the stock market—including 401(k) plan participants—would also be adversely affected.



For better or worse, it looks increasingly likely that the share of retirement income from personal assets will be
much higher for tomorrow's retirees than for today's. Therefore, policy-makers interested in reforming the
public pension system would be wise to consider the potential useful contribution that 401(k) plans can make.
More important, they must be increasingly watchful of policies that could threaten future economic growth and,
thus, overall financial market returns. If not, the retirement prospects of many Americans may be adversely
affected.

Daniel R. Steiner provided research assistance.

Endnotes

1. Beginning in 2000, the normal retirement age will increase two months a year until 2022, when it
reaches 67. [back to text]

2. According to trustee estimates, there will be a surplus of a little less than 0.5 percent of GDP in 1998.
[back to text]

3. See Gokhale (1998). [back to text]
4. For about a third of the elderly, Social Security provides between 90 percent and 100 percent of their

income. Another third or so depend on Social Security for less than half their income. See Social
Security Administration (May 1998). [back to text]

5. The household (private sector) saving rate used here is the share of net private sector output (net
national product, less government) that remains after consumption and government spending is
accounted for. See Gokhale, Kotlikoff and Sabelhaus (1996). [back to text]

6. Defined benefit plans are still the dominant type of pension plan in the public sector; more than 90
percent of all public sector employees are covered by them. The move away from DB plans has been in
the private sector. [back to text]

7. See EBRI (1997). [back to text]
8. The savings would be somewhat less since Social Security (FICA) taxes on 401(k) contributions are not

deferred. [back to text]
9. See Poterba, Venti and Wise (1997). [back to text]
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Have Computers Made Us More Productive? A
Puzzle
Adam M. Zaretsky

For many Americans, the proliferation of the personal computer has transformed the workplace more than any
other innovation. Over the past 15 years or so, this transformation, sometimes called the "Information
Revolution," has caused many firms to rethink their organizational structures and management procedures.
The Information Revolution is also commonly credited with creating huge gains in workplace productivity,
which, in turn, have led to higher wages.

The catch, though, is that these huge gains in productivity have not shown up in the national data. Rather,
year-over-year gains in overall productivity—measured as output per hour of all persons in the business sector
—have failed to suggest that anything unique was occurring in the workplace during this business expansion
relative to previous expansions (see top half of chart). In 1996 and 1997, for example, output per hour
increased about 2 percent a year; in 1995, it declined 0.1 percent. In fact, since the end of the 1990-91
recession, productivity growth has so far peaked at 3.3 percent in 1992. After the 1981-82 recession,
productivity growth peaked at 3.2 percent in 1983. In the 1950s and '60s, in contrast, growth rates above 4
percent were quite common.



Chart 1

The Productivity Paradox

The Missing Pieces

The absence of huge productivity gains has created what economists call the productivity paradox. Basically,
the paradox is that the official statistics have not borne out the productivity improvements expected from new
technology. The United States is not unique in this respect. As economists Erwin Diewert and Kevin Fox have
observed, there has been a "measured productivity slow-down in industrialized countries in the last 25 years,
the very time when we would have expected to see large increases in productivity growth due to rapid
technological change." 1 So, what happened?

Part of the explanation is that there have been payoffs to firms from computer investment, but these payoffs
are hard to measure. For example, Zvi Griliches has argued that in measuring productivity, "[computer]
investment has gone into our 'unmeasurable sectors,' and thus its productivity effects, which are likely to be
quite real, are largely invisible in the data." 2 A different argument, advanced by Paul David, compares the
onset of computers with the advent of electricity, which took about 40 years before its impact on productivity
was observed. 3 Jack Triplett counters that the rapid fall in the price of computing power indicates a different
diffusion process for computers than for electrification, making the analogy weak. He writes: "In the computer
diffusion process, the initial applications supplanted older technologies for computing. Water and steam power
long survived the introduction of electricity; but old pre-computer age devices for doing calculations
disappeared long ago." 4

Another explanation for the paradox—put forth by David Romer in 1988—is that, because investment's share
of GDP is relatively small, large changes in investment translate into only small changes in output. And since
computers represent a modest part of total investment, huge increases in computer investment result in only
meager increases in measured output and, hence, measured productivity. Diewert and Fox believe this
analysis doesn't work for computers because they are inherently different from other types of capital. They
write: "[Computers] can be used to control other capital (and labor), so that the other capital (and labor) is used
more efficiently, for example, the management of a warehouse, or coordinating the movement of trucks and



airplanes." 5 In other words, computers may actually substitute for other capital—including human capital—
thereby replacing, rather than adding to, some of the productivity gains.

Is This Where It's Been Hiding?

The productivity paradox has not affected all sectors of the economy, though. U.S. manufacturing, for instance,
has experienced relatively strong annual productivity growth over the past few years (see bottom half of chart).
In fact, output per hour in this sector has grown more than 4 percent a year since 1995—a sustained rate of
increase unequaled since the end of World War II. Perhaps, then, the expected productivity gains are more
isolated than anticipated, occurring mostly in those sectors that are extremely capital intensive, like
manufacturing.

What hasn't accompanied this relatively strong growth in manufacturing productivity, however, is a
commensurate increase in real wages. While output per hour has been growing at more than 4 percent a year,
real compensation per hour at manufacturing firms has been growing at less than 1 percent a year. It wasn't
until the beginning of 1998 that year-over-year growth in real compensation per hour spiked up to almost 4
percent.

This leads to yet another conundrum, since traditional labor market theory predicts that productivity gains
should drive wage increases. Why? Because theory says workers should receive a wage that exactly
compensates them for their added value to total output, otherwise known as their marginal revenue product.
This is calculated by determining how much output workers can produce in an hour—their marginal product—
and then figuring out how much extra revenue that output will bring the firm—its marginal revenue—hence the
term, marginal revenue product. The chain of events, then, would be: investment in computers leads to
increases in output per hour (higher productivity), which, in turn, leads to higher wages. For the U.S.
manufacturing sector, the chain appears to be holding, although the last link seems weaker than the first.
Perhaps, then, investment in computers and information technology has had other, not as easily observed,
outcomes.

Hidden Consequences

This is exactly the proposition that David Autor, Lawrence Katz and Alan Krueger examined. In their 1997
article, they argued that the rapid spread of computer technology in the workplace may explain as much as 30
to 50 percent of the increase in the growth rate of demand for more-skilled workers since 1970. The three
economists found that the demand for college-level workers grew more rapidly on average from 1970 to 1995
than from 1940 to 1970. This increased demand was initially met with a sufficient supply of college-educated
workers. That supply slowed at the beginning of the 1980s, however, eventually causing a shortage that led to
a widening of the wage gap between those with and without college degrees.

An even more striking finding by the authors was that industries displaying the largest increases in skill
requirements—legal services, advertising and public administration, for example—were the biggest users of
computers. 6 Relative to other industries, these have exhibited greater growth in employee computer use and
more capital investment in computers both per worker and as a share of total investment. In addition, these
high computer-use sectors appear to have reorganized their workplaces in a manner that disproportionately
employs more educated—and higher paid—workers.

But simply reorganizing the workplace to accommodate higher-skilled workers isn't the end of the story. How
firms reorganize is also important. In a 1997 article, Sandra Black and Lisa Lynch asserted that manufacturing
firms that gave workers a significant decision-making role were markedly more productive than firms that did
not. Black and Lynch also found that productivity was higher in plants in which a high proportion of
nonmanagerial workers used computers, and in plants where workers had high average levels of education.



The authors also noted, however, that not all restructuring plans are equal—for example, neither profit-sharing
plans designed exclusively for managers nor total quality management programs did anything to improve plant
productivity. Profit-sharing plans that included all workers, though, did improve productivity. Black and Lynch's
bottom line, then, is that practices that encourage workers to think and interact to improve the production
process are strongly linked to increased productivity.

All told, the recent research offers various explanations that support the belief that productivity has been
increasing because of computer investment, despite what the data show. The Information Revolution has
forced many firms to reconsider their production processes more carefully, often resulting in reorganization. It
has also altered their demands for labor, requiring them to recruit better-educated workers than they had
previously. Meanwhile, researchers are striving to prove that, upon closer examination, the productivity
paradox is not a paradox at all, but, instead, a puzzle in which firms are putting the pieces together faster than
the official statistics can.

Gilberto Espinoza provided research assistance.

Endnotes

1. See Diewert and Fox (1998). Like Diewert and Fox, all of the people cited in this article are economists.
[back to text]

2. See Griliches (1994). [back to text]
3. See David (1990). [back to text]
4. See Triplett (forthcoming). [back to text]
5. See Diewert and Fox (1998). [back to text]
6. See Appendix Table A2 in Autor, Katz and Krueger (1997) for a list of industries and the authors'

measures of skill requirement and computer investment. [back to text]
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Personal Bankruptcy: The New American Pastime?
Michelle Clark Neely

Personal bankruptcies hit a record 1.35 million in 1997, with many analysts expecting the high mark to topple
again in 1998. Unlike other milestones, however—say, the most home runs in a single season—the bankruptcy
boom is not exactly a feat Americans can be proud of. It's also puzzling. After all, the U.S. economy is in its
eighth consecutive year of expansion, an expansion that features both low unemployment and inflation.
Moreover, the stock market—until very recently—has been booming. So why are so many Americans striking
out with their personal finances?

Bankruptcy Fundamentals

Americans have been filing for personal bankruptcy since the nation's founding. Indeed, one of the main
reasons the colonials moved to America was to escape England's harsh debtors' prisons. Although the power
to write uniform bankruptcy laws was granted to Congress by the Constitution, bankruptcy laws vary
substantially across states, since states are permitted to set their own levels and types of asset exemptions.

There are two main types of consumer bankruptcy protection: Chapter 7 and Chapter 13. In a Chapter 7 filing
—the choice for about two-thirds of current filers—the debtor is required to give up nonexempt property
(assets) to a trustee, who sells it and pays creditors with the proceeds.1 Exempt property includes assets that
the law has deemed necessary to support the debtor and his dependents. Equity in a house, which is called a
homestead exemption, is one example. Unsecured debt, like credit card debt, is wiped off the books, or
discharged.

Chapter 13 filers, on the other hand, are allowed to retain more assets than Chapter 7 filers, but must agree to
pay creditors their outstanding debt—in full or in part—over a period of three to five years. In both types of
bankruptcy, certain types of debt are not eligible for discharge, including alimony, recent income taxes, child
support and government-backed student loans.

The number of Americans filing for personal bankruptcy has been climbing since the early 1980s. Total
consumer bankruptcies jumped from 287,570 in 1980 to 1,350,118 in 1997—a 369.5 percent increase that
occurred mostly in the 1980s. In the past several years, as annual personal bankruptcies soared toward the 1
million mark, the media and policy-makers began paying attention. In 1994, the National Bankruptcy Review
Commission was formed to study the increase in consumer bankruptcies and to recommend changes in the
current federal bankruptcy code, which was enacted in 1978. In the past 18 months, several bills designed to
rid the system of abuse that might be fueling the number of filings have been voted on in Congress.2

Some bankruptcy experts and policy-makers believe an increased willingness to declare bankruptcy and a
diminishment in the social stigma attached to it are largely responsible for the recent jump in filings; others
point to a host of demographic, social and economic factors as the cause. These factors likely also explain the
wide variance in bankruptcy rates across states. An examination of recent bankruptcy statistics in Eighth
District states is revealing in this regard.

https://www.stlouisfed.org/authors/michelle-clark-neely


A Deadbeat District?

States in the Eighth Federal Reserve District have some of the highest personal bankruptcy rates in the nation
(see table). Tennessee—at 9.6 bankruptcies per thousand residents in 1997—leads both the District and the
nation. Two of its border states, Arkansas and Mississippi, also have higher-than-average rates—6.0 per
thousand and 6.9 per thousand, respectively—according to last year's data. Missouri was the only District state
with a bankruptcy rate below the 1997 national average of five per 1,000 residents.

Table 1

District Strikes Out: Bankruptcies per 1,000 People

District State 1993 1997 % Change 1993-97

Arkansas 2.7 6.0 122.2%

Illinois 3.2 5.2 62.5

Indiana 3.9 6.2 59.0

Kentucky 3.1 5.4 74.2

Mississippi 3.8 6.9 81.6

Missouri 2.7 4.7 74.1

Tennessee 7.0 9.6 37.1

United States 3.2 5.0 56.3
SOURCE: Author's calculations based on American Bankruptcy Institute and Census Bureau data.

In addition, bankruptcy rates in District states have risen more than in the rest of the country. Between 1993
and 1997, the U.S. bankruptcy rate rose 56.3 percent. Rates in every state in the District, except for
Tennessee, increased more—in some cases substantially. Arkansas led the District with a 122.2 percent gain
in that four-year period, while Mississippi's rate advanced 81.6 percent. Why is bankruptcy booming in the
Eighth District and elsewhere?

Economic factors like high debt-to-income ratios certainly explain much of the proliferation in bankruptcies.
Since 1980, lenders have reached out to borrowers who would not have met previous income and
creditworthiness standards. While this so-called "democratization of credit" has certainly benefited many
households, it has also made it easier for them to live beyond their means. When polled, Americans filing for
personal bankruptcy routinely list credit card bills as the pivotal factor in their decision.

But excessive credit card debt is not the only culprit. Personal bankruptcy rates are also strongly influenced by
factors like divorce, medical bills and gambling, as well as state laws regarding wage garnishment and asset
exemptions. These factors appear to be key explanations for the higher-than-average bankruptcy rates in
Eighth District states.

Three Strikes and You're Out

Major life disruptions like divorce drive many American households over the financial edge into bankruptcy. All
District states, except Illinois, had divorce rates higher than the 1996 national average of 4.3 per thousand.
Tennessee, with a 6.5 per thousand rate, was ranked second in the nation behind Nevada, which had 10



divorces per 1,000 people. Arkansas and Mississippi—with divorce rates of 6.1 per thousand and 5.8 per
thousand, respectively—trailed Tennessee only slightly.

Major medical expenses, which the uninsured are particularly vulnerable to, are another leading cause of
bankruptcy. In Arkansas and Mississippi, the proportions of residents without health insurance—21.7 percent
and 18.5 percent, respectively, in 1996—are significantly higher than the national average of 15.6 percent.
Illinois and Indiana, in contrast, have uninsured rates well below the national average. These lower rates are
partially due to the large number of unionized manufacturing jobs—jobs that tend to have medical insurance—
in the two states.

Compulsive gambling is increasingly being blamed for the rising tide of bankruptcies, especially in states that
have casinos. Four of the District's seven states are home to riverboat casinos.3 Tunica County, Mississippi,
just south of Memphis, is the third-largest gambling mecca in the nation, trailing only Las Vegas and Atlantic
City. The casinos in Tunica draw heavily from bordering Tennessee and Arkansas. Illinois, Indiana and
Missouri also allow riverboat gaming.

Bankruptcy rates in counties surrounding casino areas do tend to be much higher than elsewhere. A recent
study of bankruptcy rates found that the U.S. counties with the highest bankruptcy rates were situated close to
Tunica: Crittenden County, Ark.; Marshall County, Miss.; and Madison, Shelby and Tipton counties, Tenn.4 It
should be noted, however, that bankruptcy rates in these counties were high long before casinos opened.
Gambling debts may be exacerbating the region's bankruptcy problem, but they're by no means the sole
cause.

Bankruptcy rates also vary geographically because of differences in state laws and local bankruptcy courts.
For example, rates tend to be higher in states in which creditors are permitted to garnish wages and assets;
garnishment is permitted in all seven District states. Western Tennessee's historically high bankruptcy rate can
partially be explained by the large numbers of Chapter 13, or "wage earner," petitions there. This option is very
appealing—and heavily promoted in the Memphis Yellow Pages—to consumers who have jobs, but are unable
to pay their debts.

Staying in the Game

Bankruptcy in the United States is a form of credit insurance; it provides a safety net so that individuals and
businesses can take financial risks. Bankruptcy rates are rising because more Americans are living closer to
the financial edge. For a variety of reasons—a strong economy, easier credit, a desire to not just keep up with,
but also surpass, the Joneses—many households are biting off more than they can chew. Throw in a couple of
curveballs like a divorce or a major medical illness, and it's not surprising that so many Americans are striking
out.

Obviously, there are things debtors can do to reduce the chance of bankruptcy, like increasing personal
savings to cover financial emergencies. Creditors could help by beefing up underwriting criteria. Additionally,
bankruptcy code reform may reduce the proportion of Chapter 7 liquidations and ensure that more filers repay
a portion of their debt under a Chapter 13 reorganization plan. While changes in debtor and creditor behavior
—and tougher bankruptcy laws—may reduce the number of Americans going bust, bankruptcy won't go away.
After all, success at the plate is by no means assured—in baseball or in the financial aspects of the game of
life.

Thomas A. Pollmann provided research assistance.

Endnotes



1. Nonexempt property includes receivables, such as tax refunds, that are owed to the debtor at the time
of the filing. [back to text]

2. See Brideau (1998) and McEnaney (1998) for information about efforts to reform bankruptcy laws.[back
to text]

3. See Zaretsky (1994) for more information on riverboat casino development in the Eighth District. [back
to text]

4. See "Bankruptcy, Gambling Linked; Areas Near Tunica Have Highest Rate" (1997). [back to text]
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Pieces of Eight: News Bulletins from the Eighth
Federal Reserve District
No, It's Not Monopoly™ Money

If you've been to an ATM lately, you may have done a double take when you took the cash from the dispenser.
That's because on Sept. 24, a redesigned $20 bill began circulating, joining the $50 and $100 "new look" notes
that made their debut the two previous years. "Old" $20 bills will remain in circulation until they wear out.

Like the other revamped bills, the new $20 has several security features designed both to thwart would-be
counterfeiters and make it easier for consumers and business people to spot counterfeit currency. The most
noticeable change to the note is the enlarged, off-center portrait of President Andrew Jackson. Other
enhanced security features include: a watermark, microprinting and color-shifting ink.

Get used to seeing the new bills: Redesigned $10, $5 and $1 notes will be introduced in the next few years.

Building a Better Bond

An age-old investment device has just been made one better. On Sept. 1, the U.S. Department of the Treasury
began selling Series I (Eye) savings bonds, which are indexed for inflation.

The I bonds have a fixed return rate of 3.40 percent and an inflation rate of 1.26 percent, giving them a
combined earnings rate of 4.66 percent. The fixed return rate remains the same for the life of the bond, while
the inflation rate will be recalculated every six months, in May and November. As with the Treasury's Series EE
(non inflation-indexed) bonds, tax payments on Series I bond earnings can be deferred until the bond is
redeemed.

The Series I bonds will be sold at face value in denominations of $50, $75, $100, $500, $1,000 and $5,000,
with $200 and $10,000 denominations to follow in 1999. Series EE bonds are sold at 50 percent of face value.
Both types of savings bonds are available for purchase through commercial financial institutions and payroll
savings plans.

For current bond rates, dial 1-800-4-US-BOND.

District "Sin Tax" Payers Get Off Cheap: Alcohol and Tobacco State
Tax Revenue per Capita, 1996



District State Rank among States Per Capita Sin Taxes

Tennessee 12 $48.45

Missouri 28 40.51

Kentucky 34 34.96

Arkansas 42 28.21

Mississippi 43 25.99

Indiana 47 20.46

Illinois 48 20.45

National Average  $41.57
SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census
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Selected economic indicators of banking,
agricultural and business conditions in
the Eighth Federal Reserve District

Commercial Bank Performance Ratios
U.S., District and State

Return on Average
Assets (Annualized)

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

Return on Average
Equity (Annualized)

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

Net Interest Margin
(Annualized)

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

Nonperforming Loans2

-r Total Loans

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

Net Loan Losses -r
Average Total Loans
(Annualized)

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

Loan Loss Reserve T-
Total Loans

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

All
U.S.

1.27%

1.26

1.31

15.10%

15.09

15.86

4.04%

3.97

4.36

0.94%

0.97

0.99

0.64%

0.63

0.62

1.82%

1.82

1.90

U.S.
<$15B1

1.46%

1.53

1.34

15.11%

15.91

14.46

4.71%

4.67

4.84

0.95%

0.97

1.06

0.73%

0.71

0.77

1.83%

1.82

1.88

District

1.36%

1.39

1.33

15.52%

15.98

14.55

4.25%

4.29

4.43

0.94%

0.98

1.01

0.31%

0.25

0.37

1.41%

1.41

1.46

AR

1.39%

1.32

1.30

14.46%

13.72

12.16

4.33%

4.31

4.43

1.00%

1.01

0.93

0.22%

0.22

0.20

1.34%

1.38

1.38

IL

1.46%

1.50

1.27

16.21%

16.54

14.41

3.63%

3.65

4.34

0.99%

1.10

0.94

0.17%

0.16

0.53

1.29%

1.31

1.44

IN

1.33%

1.35

1.34

14.76%

14.81

15.09

4.23%

4.19

4.36

0.55%

0.52

0.53

0.20%

0.14

0.17

1.23%

1.25

1.28

KY

1.32%

1.40

1.27

16.00%

17.19

14.69

4.24%

4.23

4.34

0.74%

0.74

0.71

0.34%

0.26

0.33

1.42%

1.43

1.53

MS

1.31%

1.27

1.48

13.39%

12.98

15.66

4.62%

4.65

5.09

0.67%

0.62

0.58

0.26%

0.23

0.26

1.44%

1.48

1.50

MO

1.05%

1.18

1.27

11.92%

13.39

14.18

4.13%

4.08

4.39

0.86%

0.87

0.98

0.26%

0.12

0.35

1.46%

1.43

1.52

TN

1.62%

1.56

1.53

19.79%

20.42

17.38

4.75%

5.07

4.46

1.28%

1.38

1.93

0.51%

0.52

0.59

1.52%

1.48

1.41

1 U.S. banks with average assets of less than $15 billion are shown
separately to make comparisons with District banks more mean-
ingful, as there are no District banks with average assets
greater than $15 billion.

2 Includes loans 90 days or more past due and nonaccrual loans

NOTE: Data include only that portion of the state within Eighth
District boundaries.

SOURCE: FFIEC Reports of Condition and Income for all Insured
U.S. Commercial Banks
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Commercial Bank Performance Ratios
by Asset Size

Earnings
2nd Quarter 1998

Return on Average Assets

Return on Average Equity

Net Interest Margin3

Asset Quality

Net Loan Loss Ratio1

Nonperforming Loan Ratio

Loan Loss Reserve Ratio

D = District

US = United States

<$100 Million

$100 Million-$300 Million

$300 Million-$1 Billion

$1 Billion-$15 Billion

1 Loan losses are adjusted for recoveries.
2 Includes loans 90 days or more past due and nonaccrual loans
3 Interest income less interest expense as a percent of average

earning assets

NOTE: Asset quality ratios are calculated as a percent of total loans.

SOURCE: FFIEC Reports of Condition and Income for all Insured

U.S. Commercial Banks
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Agricultural Bank Performance Ratios

Return on average assets (annualized)

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

Return on average equity (annualized)

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

Net interest margin (annualized)

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

Ag loan losses -r average ag loans (annualized)

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

Ag nonperforming loans1 •=• total ag loans

2nd quarter 1998

1st quarter 1998

2nd quarter 1997

U.S.

1.30%

1.28

1.32

12.46%

12.22

12.52

4.45%

4.42

4.59

0.14%

0.04

0.15

1.51%

1.51

1.58

AR

1.28%

1.16

1.41

12.05%

10.89

12.72

4.30%

4.21

4.42

0.13%

0.20

0.05

0.79%

0.81

0.97

IL

1.30%

1.30

1.32

11.56%

11.63

12.00

4.11%

4.09

4.18

-0.14%

-0.43

-0.04

0.81%

0.73

0.77

IN

1.21%

1.24

1.27

11.94%

12.10

12.99

4.98%

4.69

4.44

-0.05%

-0.10

-1.00

3.50%.

2.59

0.21

KY

1.40%

1.39

1.47

13.28%

13.20

13.84

4.43%

4.41

4.55

0.03%

-0.07

0.17

2.24%

1.89

1.64

MS

1.38%

1.20

1.55

14.37%

12.48

16.62

4.99%

4.97

5.03

0.19%

0.12

0.32

1.72%

1.64

1.16

MO

1.20%

1.15

1.31

11.62%

11.17

12.45

4.24%

4.22

4.47

0.17%

0.19

0.24

1.26%

1.50

1.59

TN

1.24%

1.28

1.38

11.27%

11.70

12.56

4.21%

4.27

4.63

0.01%

0.02

-0.03

0.88%

1.88

0.42

1 Includes loans 90 days or more past due and nonaccrual loans

NOTE: Agricultural banks are defined as those banks with a greater-than-average share of agricultural loans to total loans.
Data include only that portion of the state within Eighth District boundaries.

SOURCE: FFIEC Reports of Condition and Income for all Insured U.S. Commercial Banks

U.S. Agricultural Exports* U.S. Agricultural
Commodity

Livestock & products

Corn

Cotton

Rice

Soybeans

Tobacco

Wheat

TOTAL1

Exports
Apr

.92

.32

.23

.09

.25

.20

.26

4.25

by Commodity
May

.88

.33

.15

.07

.19

.15

.27

3.93

Jun

.88

.35

.19

.08

.16

.11

.27

3.97

Dollar amounts in billions

Year-to-date

13.06

3.27

2.11

.92

5.58

1.20

2.80

42.68

Change from year ago

1.4%

-34.3

-7.0

15.0

-8.7

13.7

2.6

-4.0

Includes commodities not listed here

U.S. Crop and Livestock
Prices

Indexes of Food and Agricultural Prices

Prices received by U.S. farmers2

Prices received by District farmers3

Arkansas

Illinois

Indiana

Missouri

Tennessee

Prices paid by U.S. farmers

Production items

Other items

Consumer food prices

Consumer nonfood prices

Level

11/98

103

132

91

98

98

N.A.

114

116

160

163

1/98

102

130

100

103

99

N.A.

115

117

159

162

11/97

107

144

120

121

111

N.A.

117

117

157

161

Growth1

I/98-II/98

4.0%

5.2

-30.4

-17.0

-4.0

N.A.

-4.6

-3.4

1.9

2.0

II/97-II/98

-3.7%

-8.4

-23.9

-18.8

-12.0

N.A.

-3.1

-1.4

2.1

1.5
1 Compounded annual rates of change are computed from unrounded data.
2 Index of prices received for all farm products and prices paid (1990-92=100)
3 Indexes for Kentucky and Mississippi are unavailable.
N.A. = Not Available

NOTE: Data not seasonally adjusted except for consumer food prices and nonfood prices
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Selected U.S. and State Business Indicators

Compounded Annual Rates of Change in
Nonagricultural Employment

United States
H/1998 1/1998 11/1997

Labor force
(in thousands) 137,351 137,524 136,103

Total nonagricultural
employment
(in thousands) 125,516 124,795 122,317

Unemployment rate 4.4% 4.7% 4.9%

1/1998 IV/1997 1/1997

Real personal income*
(in billions) $4,324.3 $4,268.4 $4,176.3

Arkansas
H/1998 1/1998 11/1997

Labor force
(in thousands) 1,246.6 1,246.2 1,198.2

Total nonagricultural
employment
(in thousands) 1,125.1 1,114.2 1,100.8

Unemployment rate 5.1% 5.4% 5.2%

1/1998 IV/1997 1/1997

Real personal income*
(in billions) $31.5 $31.3 $30.5

Illinois
11/1998 1/1998 11/1997

Labor force
(in thousands) 6,143.4 6,188.6 6,112.2

Total nonagricultural
employment
(in thousands) 5,864.7 5,835.2 5,755.0

Unemployment rate 4.2% 4.7% 4.5%

1/1998 IV/1997 1/1997

Real personal income*
(in billions) $216.3 $213.5 $206.4

Indiana
11/1998 1/1998 11/1997

Labor force
(in thousands) 3,097.2 3,120.1 3,091.0

Total nonagricultural
employment
(in thousands) 2,892.0 2,877.8 2,858.0

Unemployment rate 2.8% 3.3% 3.5%

1/1998 IV/1997 1/1997

Real personal income*
(in billions) $88.5 $87.8 $85.5
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Kentucky
11/1998 1/1998 11/1997

Labor force
(in thousands) 1,940.8 1,937.8 1,926.8

Total nonagricultural
employment
(in thousands) 1,748.8 1,737.3 1,708.5

Unemployment rate 4.2% 4.4% 5.5%

1/1998 IV/1997 1/1997

Real personal income*
(in billions) $51.8 $51.0 $49.9

Mississippi
11/1998 1/1998 11/1997

Labor force
(in thousands) 1,279.8 1,285.4 1,257.8

Total nonagricultural
employment
(in thousands) 1,121.7 1,118.6 1,102.2

Unemployment rate 5.0% 5.5% 5.7%

1/1998 IV/1997 1/1997

Real personal income*
(in billions) $32.1 $31.6 $30.8

Missouri
11/1998 1/1998 11/1997

Labor force
(in thousands) 2,911.9 2,905.9 2,882.8

Total nonagricultural
employment
(in thousands) 2,672.1 2,659.6 2,633.6

Unemployment rate 4.4% 4.1% 4.2%

1/1998 IV/1997 1/1997

Real personal income*
(in billions) $82.5 $81.7 $80.1

Tennessee
11/1998 1/1998 11/1997

Labor force
(in thousands) 2,778.7 2,780.2 2,684.0

Total nonagricultural
employment
(in thousands) 2,622.8 2,621.0 2,582.3

Unemployment rate 4.3% 4.5% 5.5%

1/1998 IV/1997 1/1997

Real personal income*
(in billions) $80.0 $78.5 $76.2

Total

Manufacturing

Construction

Finance, Insurance
and Real Estate

Government

General Services

Transportation, Communication
and Public Utilities

Wholesale/Retail Trade

NOTE: All data are seasonally adjusted. The nonagricultural
employment data reflect the most current benchmark revision.

Data deflated by CPI, 1982-84=100.
* Annual rate
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